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Dezac Deepmaul

Dezac Deepmaul is a Active Player Character played by Dana.

Dezac Deepmaul

Species & Gender: Male Kodian
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Pilot

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: @@Assignment@@
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Physical Description

Dezac Deepmaul stands at an unremarkable height, his auburn fur a common sight amongst his Kodian
brethren. His thick, athletic build was a testament to his military training. His fur was thick and well-
groomed, a sign of pride and attention to detail. His piercing eyes, set in a determined expression,
seemed to scan the world around him with a keen intensity, always alert for any potential threat. Though
his features were not especially striking, there was a rugged handsomeness to him that drew the eye,
and an air of quiet confidence that suggested he was not to be trifled with.

Personality

Dezac appears to be a disciplined and focused individual, which is a result of his military training and
experience. He is a determined and goal-oriented individual, with a strong sense of duty and
responsibility towards his fellow Kodians and his planet. His upbringing in Kodian culture, with its
emphasis on philosophy and self-defense, has instilled in him a strong sense of morality and honor.

Dezac has a high level of mental and physical resilience, as well as exceptional hand-eye coordination
and spatial awareness. He also has a bias towards risk-taking behavior, as many pilots do, and enjoys the
thrill of high-speed flight and dangerous missions.

History

Dezac Deepmaul was born 18日 1月 34 in Gashmere. Dezac Deepmaul was born into a family of military
pilots on the planet Gashmere. His father was a respected fighter pilot who served in the Gashmere
Planetary Guard for over two decades. His mother was a ground crew chief who had been responsible for
maintaining the fighters in her husband's squadron. Growing up, Dezac was constantly surrounded by
tales from his parents' careers, and he knew from a young age that he wanted to follow in their footsteps.

At the age of 10, Dezac began his formal training in combat flight, joining the Junior Aviation Cadets, a
program designed to introduce young Kodians to the basics of aviation and combat strategy. By the time
he was 15, Dezac had already proven himself to be a skilled pilot, often outperforming his peers in
simulated dogfights and other training exercises.

But despite his success, Dezac still feels like he has much to prove. He yearns for the chance to make a
real difference.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills
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Social Connections

Dezac Deepmaul is connected to:

Mother and Father on Gashmere. (WIP)

Inventory & Finance

Dezac Deepmaul has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Dezac Deepmaul currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by dana on 03, 24 2023 at 18:25 using the Character Template Form.

In the case Dana becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Dezac Deepmaul
Character Owner Dana
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Teisenjou
Plots Frontier Skies
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